
SafeTalk Encrypted Messenger  

- A new paradigm in messaging 

Unlike all of the other messengers on the Planet, SafeTalk . . . 

 Runs with zero permissions 

 Allows you to remain totally anonymous 

 Performs optional language translation 

 Allows you to easily audit it’s source code 

 Provides fail safe continually morphing end-to-end encryption 

 Can send vanishing messages with copy screen protection 

 

We prove it’s the safest messenger on the planet.  This is not a social media toy.  This is a messenger that you could bet 

your life on.  

 

SafeTalk is kept completely in the dark when it comes to both you and your phone.  It can’t see your contacts, your 

videos, your pictures, your SMS messages, it doesn’t know where you are, or know your browsing history, or where you 

go, or who you call.  It doesn’t even know the IEMI of your phone.  

 

The beauty of this is that it can’t tell anybody anything about you or your phone.  This is all enabled through having 

virtually no Android permissions to look at anything on your phone. 

 

Other messengers demand many dangerous permissions.  Signal demands 27.  WhatsApp demands 18.  They could 

email all your videos to all your contacts.  They could know what you look at on the internet.  Signal can see all the 

keystrokes that you type including passwords.  You have NO PRIVACY with these messengers on your phone. 

 

How to use SafeTalk . . . 

1. Make up a user name and register 

2. Have your correspondent do the same 

3. Share your user name with each other 

4. Enter each other’s username on the Settings page 

5. Begin texting in total privacy 

 

SafeTalk documentation . . .  

 

Watch the video 

Why its better - how to use it - how it works 

What you should know about the war on encryption 

Why you should be concerned about dangerous permissions 

The only messenger with anonymity – if you want it 

 

And, most importantly . . . 

 

Here’s the proof that SafeTalk is safe 

https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/permissions/requesting.html#normal-dangerous
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0l-zaI4SGAg&t=31s
http://www.deanblakely.com/ss/safetalkdoc.pdf
http://www.deanblakely.com/ss/WarOnEncryption.pdf
http://www.deanblakely.com/ss/STPermissions.pdf
http://www.deanblakely.com/ss/STAnonymity.pdf
http://www.deanblakely.com/ss/AuditSafeTalk.pdf

